
 

DARPA's AI-centered ACE program
selects Dynetics for phase two
EMMA HELFRICH, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR 
 

Dynetics, a wholly owned subsidiary of Leidos, has been
selected for Phase 2 of the Air Combat Evolution (ACE)
program, Technical Area 3 (TA3), by the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency's (DARPA)
Strategic Technology Office (STO). 
 

Read More +
 

 

 

JetBlue Submits Proposal to Acquire
Spirit
AVIATION MAINTENANCE MAGAZINE 
 

JetBlue has submitted a proposal to the Board of
Directors of Spirit to acquire Spirit for $33 per share in
cash, implying a fully diluted equity value of $3.6 billion
and providing full and certain value to Spirit
shareholders. The proposal represents a premium of
52% to Spirit’s undisturbed share price on February 4,
2022, and a premium of 50% to Spirit’s closing share
price on April 4, 2022. JetBlue says it firmly believes its
proposal constitutes a “superior proposal” under Spirit’s
merger agreement with Frontier and represents the most
attractive opportunity for Spirit’s shareholders.
 

Read More +
 

 

 Air data sensors by Collins Aerospace
to equip Hainan Airlines
EMMA HELFRICH, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR
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Collins Aerospace has signed a long-term agreement
with Hainan Airlines to provide Pitot and Total Air
Temperatures sensors (Air Data Sensors) for its fleet of
500 aircraft, including the Airbus A320, Airbus A330 and
Boeing 737NG.
 

Read More +
 

 

FLASH SONICS sonar processing
system to fly aboard German NH90
fleet
EMMA HELFRICH, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR
 

The German Ministry of Defense has selected Thales to
equip the NH90 Multi Role Frigate Helicopter fleet with
FLASH SONICS dipping sonar and sonobuoy processing
systems.
 

Read More +
 

 

 

Digital twin in development with NGC
to virtually test mission systems
EMMA HELFRICH, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR
 

Northrop Grumman Corporation is developing a digital
replica of its flying CRJ testbed airframe and subsystems
to take full advantage of digital engineering capabilities in
the development of new product lines of mission
systems.
 

Read More +
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Billion-Dollar Corrosion Problem
AVIATION MAINTENANCE MAGAZINE
 

The Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division
(NAWCAD) recently patented a suite of corrosion
mitigation products aimed at solving naval aviation’s
billion-dollar corrosion problem. Chemists from NAWCAD
developed Navguard, a family of aircraft cleaning,
coating, and lubricant products to prevent rust and
mildew on aircraft and their components – a problem that
cost the Navy over $2 billion for the F/A-18C-G fleet
alone from 2017-2020.
 

Read More +
 

 

Autonomous search-and-follow
demoed on GA-ASI Avenger UAS
EMMA HELFRICH, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR 
 

General Atomics Aeronautical Systems, Inc. (GA-ASI)
used a company-owned Avenger unmanned aircraft
system (UAS) and five hardware-in-the-loop synthetic
Avengers to autonomously search and follow an
artificially-generated adversary.
 

Read More +
 

 

 

Flight-data solution from Mercury
Systems nabs $165 million contract
with USAF
LISA DAIGLE, ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR 
 

Mercury Systems has won a $165 million firm-fixed-price
indefinite-delivery/indefinite-quantity (IDIQ) contract
award from the U.S. Air Force (USAF) for secure flight-
data recorders in support of the secure mission data
systems (SMDS) on the USAF's F-16 fleet.
 

Read More +
 

 

 

Law-Tech Connect™ Workshop for
UAS/AAM Industry to Launch at
AUVSI XPONENTIAL ‘22!
SPONSORED STORY
 

P3 Tech Consulting LLC announces the launch of its
inaugural Law-Tech Connect™ Workshop, co-located
with AUVSI XPONENTIAL '22, on Monday, April 25th at
the Orange County Convention Center-West, Orlando,
Florida. 
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Read More +
 

 

RF and microwave calibration tech to
be delivered to USAF
EMMA HELFRICH, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR
 

In response to the Air Force Metrology and Calibration
Authority's need for microwave measurement receivers
(MMR) for its precision measurement equipment
laboratories (PMEL’s) and Air Force primary standards
laboratory (AFPSL), Rohde & Schwarz has developed
the R&S FSMR3000AF measuring receiver to calibrate
signal generators and attenuators with one instrument.
 

Read More +
 

 

 

Airborne Storm EW Modules launched
by BAE Systems
EMMA HELFRICH, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR 
 

BAE Systems launched its versatile Storm EW Modules
designed to provide customized offensive and defense
electronic warfare (EW) mission systems for combat
platforms for the broader United States and allied fleets. 
 

Read More +
 

 

 

Tiger attack helicopter gets avionics
upgrades with Thales
EMMA HELFRICH, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR 
 

The Organization for Joint Armament Cooperation
(OCCAR) has awarded Airbus Helicopters the
development contract for the new Tiger attack helicopter
standard. The Thales technologies on board the platform
will aim to provide French and Spanish forces with high-
performance connected systems. 
 

Read More +
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F-16 fighter aircrafts to be equipped
with radar warning receiver
EMMA HELFRICH, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR 
 

Raytheon Intelligence & Space (RI&S), a Raytheon
Technologies business, was awarded $30 million in
contracts to upgrade and provide spares for the U.S. Air
Force’s F-16 fighter aircraft with the all-digital AN/ALR-
69A(V) radar warning receiver.
 

Read More +
 

 

 

Cockpit multi-function display
modules in development with Mercury
Systems
EMMA HELFRICH, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR
 

Mercury Systems, Inc. announced that it has received a
$7.4 million order from a leading defense prime
contractor for active matrix LCD (AMLCD) modules to be
used in a large area multi-function display cockpit
application. 
 

Read More +
 

 

 

SPONSORED WHITE PAPER

Complying to MIL-STD-461 and RTCA-
DO-160 in Aerospace and Defense
Applications
QUELL 
 

This informative whitepaper guides readers through a
comprehensive set of questions and considerations to
chart their path to compliance. From selecting a test
laboratory to choosing proper power cables, establishing
necessary precautions, and more – it’s all covered.
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Read More +
 

 

SPONSORED WHITE PAPER

High performance Ethernet
redundancy solution for the Industrial
and Defense markets
INTERFACE CONCEPT 
 

Today’s defense systems are highly sophisticated and
based on high-performance mission computers, servers,
workstations and signal processing nodes that need to
exchange large amounts of information.
 

Read More +
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